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The Husband List
The New York Times bestselling author of Big Girl Panties is back with a funny,
sweet, and sizzling novel about love, redemption, and second chances. Heartthrob
star quarterback Tyson Palmer has it all: a million-dollar arm, a winning season and
the promise of a Superbowl ring. But more importantly, football’s biggest star is
the ultimate comeback kid. After an addiction to painkillers nearly derailed his
career, Tyson got sober and went from zero to hero in the eyes of the public. But
one person remains unconvinced: Dani Carr, a sports commentator with high
ratings and following of her own. Dani can’t forgive Tyson’s transgressions or
forget a single passionate night with him back in college. To make things worse,
Tyson doesn’t realize that the bombshell with huge ratings is the cute co-ed whose
heart he once broke. But can a sports journalist trying to claw her way to the top
and a quarterback who knows all about rock bottom make it to the Super Bowl
without destroying each other? And what will happen when Tyson—riding high now
that he’s revived his career—realizes he needs to make an even more important
comeback with Dani? Can he use his million-dollar moves to get past her
defenses—or will she sideline him for good? Stephanie Evanovich is a full-fledged
Jersey girl from Asbury Park and the New York Times bestselling author of Big Girl
Panties and The Sweet Spot.

Agatha Raisin and the Vicious Vet B
Motor Mouth
“[Evanovich] is funny and ceaselessly inventive." —Los Angeles Times Book Review
“Do yourself a favor and read this one.” —Washington Post The author of so many
spectacularly successful mystery novels featuring the inimitable Stephanie Plum,
#1 New York Times bestselling author Janet Evanovich displays a more playfully
romantic side with The Rocky Road to Romance. Evanovich delights with a classic,
pre-Plum contemporary romance novel that’s sure to please—a lighthearted tale of
three-way love affair involving a radio “dog lady”-turned-traffic reporter, her
handsome program director, and a huge couch potato canine named Bob.

How Hard Can It Be?
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Miami is still freakin' humid. The nights are even hotter. And there's a body on ice.
And that's just the beginning of this adrenaline-rush of a hot-wired ride from
phenomenal number one New York Times bestselling author Janet Evanovich. A
woman with a taste for speed and a talent for breaking the rules, Barney also
knows a little too much about cheating. First there was Hooker and that salesclerk.
Now she's convinced one of the competitors is up to no good on the track.
Snooping to find evidence, Hooker and Barney "borrow" a NASCAR hauler. Turns
out, the hauler is carrying two race cars and a dead guy. It looks like Barney and
Hooker are facing multiple counts of grand theft auto and homicide. So buckle up
as Barney, Hooker, a 150-pound bundle of Saint Bernard love named Beans, and
the Super Cigar Ladies Felicia and Rosa shift into gear on a wild race around South
Florida and Concord, North Carolina. Everything you always wanted to know about
righteous indignation, stealing an eighteen-wheeler, and sex in the fast lane.

Full Scoop
Big Girl Panties by Stephanie Evanovich is a rollicking and poignant romantic
comedy about a young widow who decides to get in shapeand winds up getting her
groove back—and a whole lot more! Holly Brennan used food to comfort herself
through her husband’s illness and death. Now she’s alone at age thirty-two. And
she weighs more than she ever has. When fate throws her in the path of Logan
Montgomery, personal trainer to pro athletes, and he offers to train her, Holly
concludes it must be a sign. Much as she dreads the thought of working out, Holly
knows she needs to put on her big girl panties and see if she can sweat out some
of her grief. Soon, the easy intimacy and playful banter of their training sessions
lead Logan and Holly to most intense and steamy workouts. But can Holly and
Logan go the distance as a couple now that she’s met her goals—and other men
are noticing?

Full Bloom
“Fans of laugh-out-loud romantic suspense will enjoy this new author as she joins
the ranks of Janet Evanovich, Katie MacAllister, and Jennifer Crusie.”—Booklist, on
An Affair to Dismember * “Elise Sax will win your heart.”—New York Times
bestselling author Jill Shalvis * Three months has been Gladie Burger’s limit when it
comes to staying in one place. That’s why Gladie is more than a little skeptical
when her Grandma Zelda—who is more than a little psychic-- recruits her into the
family’s matchmaking business in the quaint small town of Cannes, California.
What’s more, Gladie is also highly unqualified, having a terrible track record with
romance. Still, Zelda is convinced that her granddaughter has her clairvoyant
“gift.” But when the going gets tough, Gladie wonders if this gift has a return
policy. * When Zelda’s neighbor drops dead in his kitchen, Gladie is swept into his
bizarre family’s drama. Despite warnings from the (distractingly gorgeous) chief of
police to steer clear of his investigation, Gladie is out to prove that her neighbor’s
death was murder. It’s not too long before she’s in way over her head—with the
hunky police chief, a dysfunctional family full of possible killers, and yet another
mysterious and handsome man, whose attentions she’s unable to ignore. Gladie is
clearly being pursued—either by true love or by a murderer. Who will catch her
first?
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The Women's Pages
The second in the Agatha Raisin murder mysteries complete with brand new cover
design.

Hot Stuff
What is a Jersey girl? "A love of an unpretentious good time, and a certain sense of
style. Jersey girls are about attitude. They're about eating pizza, drinking beer,
having great hair - and enjoying it all. She's got a mouth on her. She says what she
means. And she's got a nice, cheerful laugh. Bottom line, all of them are sexy as
hell" (from the Newark, NJ, Star Ledger, as published on UrbanDictionary.com).
That definition could have been written about bestselling, award-winning author
Janet Evanovich, a Jersey girl who has won legions of fans with her quirky
characters, fast-paced plots and snarky, west-of-the-Hudson wit. Over the span of
an almost twenty-year writing career, Evanovich has penned more than a dozen
romance novels: the Barnaby and Hooker series; the non-fiction title How I Write;
more than a half dozen collaborative novels; two graphic novels; and the light
paranormal Wicked books, which feature a not-so-angelic hero in search of statues
representing the Seven Deadly Sins, and a heroine who has the ability to detect
magical charms.

Big Girl Panties
Far too busy to get involved with men or marriage, Cate Madigan spends her time
in school and working as a bartender, but her life changes when she encounters excop Kellen McBride, a man who quickly draws her into danger.

Eleven on Top
Lacking the money to open a bed and breakfast in her parents' summer house in
Michigan, former magazine editor Kate takes a questionable undercover job from a
brewery owner who wants to find out who has been sabotaging his company, a
situation that is compromised by Kate's distaste for beer and her crush on her
employer. Co-written the best-selling author of the Stephanie Plum series. 1 million
first printing.

Library and Book Trade Almanac
Jennifer Weiner, author of Good in Bed,In Her Shoes and the forthcoming Who
DoYou Love, explores the nuances of female friendship with relish Addie Downs
and Valerie Adler were eight when they first met and decided to be best friends
forever. But, in the wake of tragedy and betrayal during their teenage years,
everything changed. Val went on to fame and fortune. Addie stayed behind in their
small Midwestern town. Destiny, however, had more in store for these two. And
when, twenty-five years later, Val shows up at Addie's front door with blood on her
coat and terror on her face, it is the start of a wild adventure for two women joined
by love and history who find strength together that they could not find alone.
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The Total Package
The Sweet Spot
When Amy Klasse loses her TV job to a dancing chicken, handsome veterinarian
Jake Elliott rescues her with an offer to be his receptionist. Jake just can't resist a
damsel in distress, and Amy certainly doesn't mind Jake's charming sincerity. Then
suddenly the job-stealing chicken disappears and Amy is suspected of foul play.
Amy and Jake search for clues to prove her innocence. But will Jake be able to
prove to Amy that love, too, is a mystery worth solving?

What's a Girl Gotta Do?
From the bestselling author of The Land Girls comes a beautifully realised novel
that speaks to the true history and real experiences of post-war Australian women.
Sydney 1945 The war is over, the fight begins. The war is over and so are the jobs
(and freedoms) of tens of thousands of Australian women. The armaments
factories are making washing machines instead of bullets and war correspondent
Tilly Galloway has hung up her uniform and been forced to work on the women's
pages of her newspaper - the only job available to her - where she struggles to
write advice on fashion and make-up. As Sydney swells with returning servicemen
and the city bustles back to post-war life, Tilly finds her world is anything but
normal. As she desperately waits for word of her prisoner-of-war husband, she
begins to research stories about the lives of the underpaid and overworked women
who live in her own city. Those whose war service has been overlooked; the
freedom and independence of their war lives lost to them. Meanwhile Tilly's
waterside worker father is on strike, and her best friend Mary is struggling to cope
with the stranger her own husband has become since being liberated from Changi
a broken man. As strikes rip the country apart and the news from abroad causes
despair, matters build to a heart-rending crescendo. Tilly realises that for her the
war may have ended, but the fight is just beginning

Great Women Mystery Writers
#1 New York Times #1 Wall Street Journal #1 Los Angeles Times #1 Entertainment
Weekly #1 Publishers Weekly Stephanie Plum is thinking her career as a fugitive
apprehension agent has run its course. She's been shot at, spat at, cussed at, firebombed, mooned, and attacked by dogs. Time for a change, Stephanie thinks.
Time to find the kind of job her mother can tell her friends about without making
the sign of the cross. So Stephanie Plum quits. Resigns. No looking back. No
changing her mind. She wants something safe and normal. As it turns out, jobs that
are safe and normal for most people aren't necessarily safe and normal for
Stephanie Plum. Trouble follows her, and the kind of trouble she had at the bail
bonds office can't compare to the kind of trouble she finds herself facing now. Her
past has come back to haunt her. She's stalked by a maniac returned from the
grave for the sole purpose of putting her into a burial plot of her own. He's killed
before, and he'll kill again if given the chance. Caught between staying far away
from the bounty hunter business and staying alive, Stephanie reexamines her life
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and the possibility that being a bounty hunter is the solution rather than the
problem. After disturbingly brief careers at the button factory, Kan Klean Dry
Cleaners, and Cluck-in-a-Bucket, Stephanie takes an office position in security,
working for Ranger, the sexiest, baddest bounty hunter and businessman on two
continents. It might not be the job she'll keep for the rest of her life, but for now it
gives her the technical access she needs to find her stalker. Tempers and
temperatures rise as competition ratchets up between the two men in her life---her
on-again, off-again boyfriend, tough Trenton cop Joe Morelli, and her bad-ass boss,
Ranger. Can Stephanie Plum take the heat? Can you? Between the adventure and
the adversity there's attitude, and Stephanie Plum's got plenty in her newest
misadventure from Janet Evanovich, Eleven on Top.

Hero at Large LP
Hank Mallone knows he's in trouble when Maggie Toone agrees to pretend to be
his wife in order to improve his rogue's reputation. Will his harebrained scheme to
get a bank loan for his business backfire once Maggie arrives in his small Vermont
town and lets the gossips take a look? Maggie never expected her employer to be
drop-dead handsome, but she's too intrigued by his offer to say no . . . and too
eager to escape a life that made her feel trapped. The deal is strictly business,
both agree, until Hank turns out to be every fantasy she ever had.

Undead and Unemployed
Dear Reader: In a previous life, before the time of Plum, I wrote twelve short
romance novels. Red-hot screwball comedies, each and every one of them. Nine of
these stories were originally published by the Loveswept line between the years
1988 and 1992. All immediately went out of print and could be found only at used
bookstores and yard sales. I'm excited to tell you that those nine stories are now
being re-released by HarperCollins. Back to the Bedroom is presented here in
almost original form. I've done only minor editing to correct some embarrassing
bloopers missed the first time around. I lived in northern Virginia when I wrote
Back to the Bedroom. My children were young, and we spent a lot of time visiting
the Washington, D.C. museums and wandering through the historic neighborhoods.
One day while strolling Capitol Hill I came upon two townhouses that captured my
imagination. The houses were totally different -- a birthday cake of a house and a
bran muffin of a house, and yet they shared a common wall. I wondered about the
people who lived inside the houses. And eventually thehouses inspired Back to the
Bedroom. Back to the Bedroom is the story of a young woman with the soul of a
birthday cake living in a bran muffin house -- and a nice-looking guy with the
substance of a bran muffin living in a birthday cake. They share some
misadventures, some romantic moments, some misunderstandings, and ultimately
they turn into wedding cake. And for Plum fans, you'll be interested to find that this
was the first of the four romances to feature Elsie Hawkins, the prototype for
Grandma Mazur. Janet Evanovich

Smitten
She's been called "side-splittingly funny" (Publishers Weekly), "a blast of fresh air"
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(Washington Post), and "a winner" (Glamour). She is, of course, Janet Evanovich,
the award-winning, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Stephanie Plum
mystery series. Now available for the first time in more than a decade comes Love
Overboard, the hilarious story of a sinfully handsome schooner captain and the
spirited woman who agrees to work on his cruise ship. It's a classic novel of comic
mayhem from the incomparable Janet Evanovich.

Four to Score
Betsy Taylor, Queen of the undead, has snagged a dream job in a shoe store (just
like a normal person!). But when vampires start getting killed off, Betsy enlists the
help of the sexy vampire Sinclair. Now she's really treading dangerous ground-but
this time in brand-new high heels.

Three To Get Deadly
Dear Reader: In a previous life, before the time of Plum, I wrote twelve short
romance novels. Red-hot screwball comedies, each and every one of them. The
romances were originally published between the years 1988 and 1992. All
immediately went out of print and could be found only at used bookstores and yard
sales. I'm happy to tell you that those stories have now been re-released by
HarperCollins, presented in almost original form. I've done only minor editing to
correct some embarrassing bloopers missed the first time around. Hero at Large
was the very first book published. It's about a sexy guy who cooks a potholder in
spaghetti sauce and charms a single mom and former world-class ice skater with
the promise of a ride on his Zamboni. It's got broken bones, giant turkeys,
cantankerous cars, and Aunt Edna. This was the book that changed my life forever
and made me a published author. When Hero finally reached the bookstores, I was
almost arrested for loitering in Walden's. I stationed myself in the romance section
and wouldn't leave until I saw someone buy my book. It took three days! Enjoy!

Something Light
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author comes a revised, repackaged
novel sure to please her many fans. She writes "high speed comic mayhem"
(Detroit Free Press); she's "a blast of fresh air" (Washington Post); "side-splitting
funny" (Publishers Weekly) and "a winner" (Glamour). In other words, she's Janet
Evanovich. Berry Knudson had a talent for disaster, but when she climbed a tree to
rescue a kitten, she wasn't prepared for the scrumptious hunk undressing in a
nearby window, or her dive downward that smashed Jake Sawyer's pizza and won
his heart! But was there room in her chaotic schedule for a risk-taking inventor
with dreams? She took classes, delivered pizzas, and cared for three eccentric old
ladies she rescued from the train station. But Jake thrived on a challenge, and he
could be very inventive. Could he teach her there was time to make butterscotch
pudding and let herself be loved?

Troublemaker
Barney and Hooker are together again and fighting crime, leaving a trail of chaos,
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panic, and disorder in their wake. Some would say they're drawn toward trouble
like a moth to a flame. Others would claim their friends, Rosa and Felicia, dump
trouble in Barney’s and Hooker’s laps. Either way, they are in over their heads
when Rosa is kidnapped, and her disappearance is linked to a dangerous voodoo
priest and his search for a mystery-drenched stolen statue. Written by Janet and
Alex Evanovich, and illustrated by Joëlle Jones (Dr. Horrible, Token), Troublemaker
brings ultimate adventure set in sun-filled Miami! • Janet Evanovich, the New York
Times number-one best-selling author, brings her hit Barnaby series to Dark Horse
Comics! • The entire Troublemaker story collected into one affordable volume! •
“With art reminiscent of the Florida sun and writing supercharged with action, the
Troublemaker graphic novel from best-selling author Evanovich and her daughter
is a winner!”—RT Book Reviews

Foul Play
Surveys the lives and works of some 90 contemporary women mystery writers,
who are among the most popular authors read today.

Naughty Neighbor
Plum Spooky, the First Full Length Stephanie Plum Between-the-Numbers Novel
from #1 Bestselling Author Janet Evanovich. Turn on all the lights and check under
your bed. Things are about to get spooky in Trenton, New Jersey. According to
legend, the Jersey Devil prowls the Pine Barrens and soars above the treetops in
the dark of night. As eerie as this might seem, there are things in the Barrens that
are even more frightening and dangerous. And there are monkeys. Lots of
monkeys. Wulf Grimoire is a world wanderer and an opportunist who can kill
without remorse and disappear like smoke. He's chosen Martin Munch, boy genius,
as his new business partner, and he's chosen the Barrens as his new playground.
Munch received his doctorate degree in quantum physics when he was twenty-two.
He's now twenty-four, and while his brain is large, his body hasn't made it out of
the boys' department at Macy's. Anyone who says good things come in small
packages hasn't met Munch. Wulf Grimoire is looking for world domination. Martin
Munch would be happy if he could just get a woman naked and tied to a tree.
Bounty hunter Stephanie Plum has Munch on her most-wanted list for failure to
appear in court. Plum is the all-American girl stuck in an uncomfortable job,
succeeding on luck and tenacity. Usually she gets her man. This time she gets a
monkey. She also gets a big guy named Diesel. Diesel pops in and out of Plum's
life like birthday cake – delicious to look at and taste, not especially healthy as a
steady diet, gone by the end of the week if not sooner. He's an über bounty hunter
with special skills when it comes to tracking men and pleasing women. He's after
Grimoire, and now he's also after Munch. And if truth were told, he wouldn't mind
setting Stephanie Plum in his crosshairs. Diesel and Plum hunt down Munch and
Grimoire, following them into the Barrens, surviving cranberry bogs, the Jersey
Devil, a hair-raising experience, sand in their underwear, and, of course . . .
monkeys.

Plum Spooky
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Single mom Lizabeth Kane isn't exactly carpenter material -- she's never picked up
a hammer in her life. But she desperately needs the construction job that builder
Matt Hallahan is offering. And even though he knows trouble is ahead, Matt can't
refuse Lizbeth's irresistible smile. Matt Hallahan isn't exactly relationship material
-- he has always been too busy working on other people's houses to make a home
of his own. And even though she knows better, Lizabeth can't stop thinking about
the rugged carpenter. Is the relationship Matt and Lizabeth are building solid -- or
more like a house of cards?

Manhunt
Beaumont, South Carolina, pediatrician Maggie Davenport's ex-boyfriend, who is
also the father of her thirteen-year-old daughter, escapes from prison and tracks
her down in search of money he hid before being sentenced for murder, and
fortunately for her she has attractive FBI agent Zack Madden to protect her as she
tries to hide the past from her neighbors.

The Grand Finale LP
A woman with a talent for numbers, Alexandra Scott wanted to escape the rat race
and go someplace where the men outnumber the women. Trading in her Wall
Street job and fancy condo for a rundown cabin in the woods. She's now Alaskan
Wilderness Woman. It isn't long before she finds exactly what she's looking for: one
sexy pilot named Michael Casey. But this confirmed bachelor has no intentions of
getting caught in any woman's crosshairs—especially a hunter as appealing as
Alex. It'll take skill, determination, and a little romantic persuasion for this biggame hunter to bag her prey.

Gypsy Beach
Dear Reader: In a previous life, before the time of Plum, I wrote twelve short
romance novels. Red-hot screwball comedies, each and every one of them. Nine of
these stories were originally published by the Loveswept line between the years
1988 and 1992. All immediately went out of print and could be found only at used
bookstores and yard sales. I'm excited to tell you that those nine stories are now
being re-released by HarperCollins. Naughty Neighbor is the eighth in the lineup,
and it's presented here in almost original form. Usually when I edit these books I do
some modernizing. For instance, I change VHS to DVD, and roller skates to
Rollerblades, and sticks of gum are now pieces of gum. I do this because the books
were meant to be contemporary (as opposed to historical), and I don't want the
reader to have a time disconnect. In the beginning of the original Naughty
Neighbor, my heroine throws a handheld phone into the toilet, and the next
morning she goes into the bathroom and sees the "slim silver antenna caught
between the toilet lid and seat." Okay, so most phones don't have extended
antennas anymore, but I just loved the image . . . so I left it in. And I don't know
how many women wear front-closure bras anymore, but that got left in, too.
Naughty Neighbor is probably the most romancey of all the Loveswepts I wrote,
but there's still a small mystery to unravel. Louisa Brannigan is a no-nonsense,
hardworking press secretary, fighting her way to the top of Capitol Hill, with no
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help from her annoying neighbor, Pete Streeter. He receives phone calls all night
long, he steals her morning paper, he thinks jeans are formal wear, and worst of all
he's involved Louisa in the disappearance of a pig. So this is the story of a pig in
Witness Protection and love being found by a workaholic woman and a fun-loving
man who makes terrible pots of coffee. Enjoy! Janet Evanovich

The Publishers Weekly
The #1 bestselling phenomenon continues in the eighth Stephanie Plum novel. The
stakes get higher, the crimes get nastier, the chases get faster, and the men get
hotter. This time Stephanie, Morelli, Ranger. Lula, Valerie, and Grandma Mazur are
strapped in for the ride of their lives. Stephanie is hired to find a missing child. But
things aren't always as they seem and Stephanie must determine if she's working
for the right side of the law. Plus, there's the Morelli question: can a Jersey girl
keep her head on straight when more than just bullets are aimed for her heart?
And with the Plum and Morelli relationship looking rocky, is it time for Ranger to
move in for the kill? Janet Evanovich's latest thriller proves that Hard Eight will
never be enough.

Wife for Hire
Awakened in the middle of the night by a friend who has been texted by a missing
woman, Charley discovers clues linking the disappearance to the murder of a
woman two weeks earlier, a situation that is complicated by the handsome son of
Satan's efforts to protect Charley from demons. Reprint.

Love in a Nutshell
Inheriting the local B&B and its eccentric handyman, Annie Fortenberry finds her
life complicated by rumors of a ghost, millionaire Max Holt's upcoming wedding,
enigmatic stranger Wes Bridges, and her murdered ex-husband.

The Rocky Road to Romance
While working for her bail bondsman cousin, Vinnie, Trenton, New Jersey, bounty
hunter Stephanie Plum finds herself hot on the trail of a revenge-seeking waitress
who seems to be leaving a wide swath of murder and mayhem wherever she goes.
Reprint. Tour.

Janet Evanovich: A Biography
Stephanie Plum, the brassy babe in the powder blue Buick is back and she's having
a bad hair day -- for the whole month of January. She's been given the unpopular
task of finding Mo Bedemier, Trenton's most beloved citizen, arrested for carrying
concealed, gone no-show for his court appearance. And to make matters worse,
she's got Lula, a former hooker turned file clerk -- now a wannabe bounty hunter -at her side, sticking like glue. Lula's big and blonde and black and itching to get the
chance to lock up a crook in the trunk of her car. Morelli, the New Jersey vice cop
with the slow-burning smile that undermines a girl's strongest resolve is being
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polite. So what does this mean? Has he found a new love? Or is he manipulating
Steph, using her in his police investigation, counting on her unmanageable
curiosity and competitive Jersey attitude? Once again, the entire One for the
Money crew is in action, including Ranger and Grandma Mazur, searching for Mo,
tripping down a trail littered with dead drug dealers, leading Stephanie to suspect
Mo has traded his ice-cream scoop for a vigilante gun. Cursed with a disastrous
new hair color and an increasing sense that it's really time to get a new job,
Stephanie spirals and tumbles through Three to Get Deadly with all the wisecracks
and pace her fans have come to expect.

Hard Eight
trespass \'trespes\ n: a transgression of law involving one's obligations to God or to
one's neighbor; a violation of moral law; an offense; a sin -Webster's New
International Dictionary, Second Edition, Unabridged In what may be her most
unsettling novel to date, Sue Grafton's T is for Trespass is also her most direct
confrontation with the forces of evil. Beginning slowly with the day-to-day life of a
private eye, Grafton suddenly shifts from the voice of Kinsey Millhone to that of
Solana Rojas, introducing readers to a chilling sociopath. Rojas is not her birth
name. It is an identity she cunningly stole, an identity that gives her access to
private caregiving jobs. The true horror of the novel builds with excruciating
tension as the reader foresees the awfulness that lies ahead. The suspense lies in
whether Millhone will realize what is happening in time to intervene. Though set in
the late eighties, T is for Trespass could not be more topical: identity theft; elder
abuse; betrayal of trust; the breakdown in the institutions charged with caring for
the weak and the dependent. It reveals a terrifying but all-too-real rip in the social
fabric. Once again, Grafton opens up new territory with startling results.

Best Friends Forever
What happens when an accountant decides to grab life by the horns and try
something new? Apparently a pirate named Dave, a lot of pastel fleece, and
blackmail--just to start with. . . Visualize and succeed, Oprah said. I was sure as
hell trying, even if my campaign to score a job as the local weather girl had ended
in a restraining order. Okay, TV was not my strength. But a lack of talent has never
stopped me before. Which is why I've embarked on a writing career. I mean, how
hard can it be to come up with a sexy romance? Leave it to me to wind up in a
group of porno writing grannies who discuss sex toys and apple cobbler in the
same breath. Also leave it to me to leak an outlandish plot idea to a bestselling
author with the morals of a rabid squirrel. And only I could get arrested for a
jewelry heist I didn't commit--by a hunky cop whose handcuffs just might tempt me
to sign up for a life of crime. Maybe I've found my calling after all. . . "For a good
time, read Robyn Peterman!" --Michelle Rowen, national bestselling author "A zany
over-the-top rompfest." --Lexi George, author of Demon Hunting in a Dive Bar
"Outrageous, profane, hilarious, sexy and all kinds of wacky!" --Michelle Rowen,
national bestselling author 91,500 Words

Love Overboard
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Arthur Ellis Award Winner: The “flat-out funny” first mystery in the series featuring
a newly single reporter trying to clear herself of murder (Publishers Weekly). Meet
Robin Hudson. Dumped by her husband, she’s been demoted to third-string
reporter at New York’s All News Network. Her downstairs neighbor thinks she’s a
hooker. Louise Bryant, her finicky cat, refuses to chow down on anything but stirfry. Now Robin’s being blackmailed by a late-night caller who knows her childhood
nickname and other personal stuff, like whom she gave her virginity to. What could
be worse? Being the prime suspect in the bludgeoning death of her mystery
caller—that’s what. In life, he was a PI who had the skinny on everyone. Now, while
Robin is undercover investigating a suspicious sperm bank, she must also find the
killer and clear her name. In her downtime, she’s amusing herself with her hot new
boy toy, who may not be Mr. Right but could be Mr. Close Enough. When someone
else is murdered, Robin races to break the story before she makes headlines
again—as the next victim. The Robin Hudson Mystery series is a winner of the
Sherlock Award for Best Comic Detective. What's a Girl Gotta Do? is the 1st book in
the Robin Hudson Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.

Back to the Bedroom
A sizzling story of everyone’s favorite couple from amazing Stephanie Evanovich’s
New York Times bestseller Big Girl Panties: hunky professional baseball player
Chase Walker and his sassy wife Amanda. When pro baseball player Chase Walker
first meets Amanda at her restaurant, it’s love at first sight. While Amanda can’t
help noticing the superstar with the Greek-god-build, he doesn’t have a chance of
getting to first—or any other—base with her. A successful entrepreneur who’s built
her business from scratch, Amanda doesn’t need a Prince Charming to sweep her
off her feet. And a curvy girl who likes to cook and eat isn’t interested in being
around the catty, stick-thin herd of females chasing Chase and his teammates. But
Chase isn’t about to strike out. A man who isn’t interested in playing the field, he’s
a monogamist who wants an independent woman like Amanda. His hopes rally
when she discovers that squeaky-clean Chase has a few sexy and very secret pregame rituals that turn the smart, headstrong businesswoman on—and into his
number one fan. Then a tabloid discovers the truth and turns their spanking good
fun into a late- night punchline. Is Amanda ready to let loose and swing for the
fences? Or will the pressure of Chase’s stardom force them to call it quits?

An Affair to Dismember
Based on the family from the bestselling Love in a Nutshell, the story of an heiress
longing to marry for love or not at all From The New York Times bestselling writing
duo Janet Evanovich and Dorien Kelly, comes the story of a young woman's search
for true love. Caroline Maxwell would like nothing more than to join her brother,
Eddie, and his friend, Jack Culhane, on their adventures. While Jack and Eddie are
off seeing the world, buying up businesses and building wildly successful careers,
Caroline's stuck at home frightening off the men her mother hopes will ask for her
hand in marriage. When her mother sets her sights on the questionable Lord
Bremerton as a possible suitor, Caroline struggles with her instincts and the true
nature of her heart. She longs for adventure, passion, love, and most of all . . . Jack
Culhane, an unconventional Irish-American bachelor with new money and no title.
A completely unacceptable suitor in the eyes of Caroline's mother. But Caroline's
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dark hair, brilliant eyes and quick wit have Jack understanding just why it is people
fall in love and get married. Set in New York City in 1894, The Husband List is an
American gilded age romantic mystery. It evokes memories of the lavish lifestyles
and social expectations of the Vanderbilts and Rockefellers—a time when new
money from the Americas married Old World social prestige and privilege. Dresses
by Worth, transcontinental ocean voyages, lavish parties, a little intrigue, and a lot
of romance await in, The Husband List.

Second Grave on the Left
In 1950s London, a career girl decides it’s high time she snared herself a husband
Professional dog photographer Louisa Datchett is indiscriminately fond of men. And
they take shocking advantage of her good nature when they need their problems
listened to, socks washed, prescriptions filled, or employment found. But by the
age of thirty, Louisa is tired of constantly being dispatched to the scene of some
masculine disaster. It’s all well and good to be an independent woman—and
certainly better than a “timid Victorian wife”—but the time has come for her to
marry, and marry well. With the admirable discipline and dedication she’s always
displayed in any endeavor involving men, Louisa sets out on her own romantic
quest.

T Is for Trespass
Single father, Ryan McNamara, returns to the only place he'd ever been happy,
Gypsy Beach. This time he's divorced, broken, but determined to make something
of his life. Sienna Cooper is determined to forget Ryan, the last decade, and all of
the hurt he'd left her with. She's got enough spunk and Gypsy fire in her soul to
make this work. She's going to run her grandmother's inn and make it a success.
But when a chance encounter throws them back together, the passions ignite and
the past doesn't feel so far out of reach. Can they rekindle the love they'd once
had? Can he convince her that he never intends to walk away again? Will a potent
dose of unending lust, a lifetime of love, and enough hot-blooded Gypsy spirit be
enough to save them both?"
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